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Murals at the Dignity Moves site were created by four artists: Laura Pacchini, Jane Manning
Veit, Jeannie Pettigrew Whelan, and Siana Smith. Collectively they focused on landscape and
the power of nature to create bright protective spaces to embrace the transitional community.
Work is realistic but often abstract, based on drawing and remembered experiences with the
land, sea, and trees around us to create abstract-realist paintings. Color, composition, and
surprise were all elements that were a part of the creation.

Jane Manning Veit, Jean Pettigrew Whelan, Laura Pacchini, and Siana Smith

The artists have known each other for several years but it was not until COVID that they worked
together on a common project. San Francisco General Hospital constructed a field hospital for
non-COVID patients at the height of the pandemic of 2020. City Supervisor Catherine Stefani
reached out to Pacchini who brought in Veit, Whelan, and Smith among others to paint murals
inside the make-shift rooms.
Dr. Andrea Tenner, MD led field hospitals in sub-Saharan Africa during the Ebola outbreak.
During this period one of the hospitals had had artists paint on the walls. She was amazed at
the impact that the art had on the patients as their healing was greatly accelerated in
comparison to those living with blank walls. In 2020 at the first COVID surge, given the
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contagious nature of the disease, all patients were denied visitation from friends and relatives.
Dr. Tenner suggested the city ask artists to paint on a wall of each room. Supervisor Stefani
made the connection and this group completed 97 rooms with the help of other local painters.
Dignity Moves founder, Elizabeth Funk, experienced the completed project. Feeling the impact
of art on a space with the intention of aiding others, she asked the artists to consider outdoor
murals surrounding the transitional homes being constructed. This is their second project
together.
Background article on how art can heal, The Wall Street Journal, 18 Aug 2014
More Hospitals Use the Healing Powers of Public Art,
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